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Exam P.c;p- Comprchcnsion
NEIIITE 5IEP5
1. Study the short extfact at the top of the passage and hlghllght the keywotds
2. Sklm through the questlons, followed by the passage
3. Read and analyse the passage

Text 3: Non-Narrative
The text belwr discusses fhe se/fe lrend an d why selfies maller from different per'pectives.

Whether it is the duckface smirk or the coyly suggestive close-up, selfies ar6 a
mainstay ot Twitter and lnstagram and they have parents and psychologists wringing

their hands over what they mean.

Some social scientists lump the selfie trend - which is most popular among younger

social media users - with the larger narcissism that they say is prevaleni among

today's preteens and adolescents, arguing that the self-portraits are an extension of
their self-absorption. Others vievv it as nothing more than an oulletfor self-expression,

which just happens to be shared more publicly through the communication mode of
our times - social media.

However, how aware are young ohildren, or even teenagers, of the impression that

their selfies leave? Do they appreciate that with their likenesses, they are often

sending strong visual messages - some even suggestive - that they might not want
conveyed?

Developmentally, selfies make sense for children and teenagers. For many of them,

seliies are simply reflections of their self-exploration. "Self-captured images allow
young adults and teens to express their mood states and share important

experiences,' says Dr. Andrea Letamendi, a clinical psychologist and research fellow
at University of California, Los Angeles. As youths try to form their identity, selfies
serve as a way to test ho,t/ they look, and thsrefore feel. in certain outfits, make-up,
poses and places. Since they live in a digital world, self-portraits provide a way of
participating and afiilialing with that world.

Even though taking semes is a part of growing up in the digital wodd, that does not

mean all self-portraits are acceptable, Just like all behaviours that youths test out,
parenls should help them lea.n the limits and guidelines for which types of pictures

are acceptable and which are not acceptable as some may be perceived as
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suggestive or too indulgent. lt is importani for parents to remember that finding and
establishing this threshold of appropriateness may be particularly challenging since it
could be different for each adolescent. However, such discussions are likely the most
positive way to solve the issue - explaining to a child what 'questionable" selfies are

- why it is not acceplable to send ou't a sexually suggeslive picture - is more 30
constructive lhan blocking their Facebook accounts or taking away their phones.

Howevel increasingly, other experts say that selfies can also be a window into deeper
adolescent issues. ln cases where the patients find it hard to open up about issues,
selfies can be a way fo|lherapists to break the ice and start a dialogue about what
the teenager was feeling when the self-portrait was taken, o[ why he snapped the 35
picture in the first place.

7 Even apart from situatons where semes can inform emotional or behavioural
probl€ms, research has shown that adults make emotional connections to what they

see posted online, and that their behaviours and decisions are influenced by how

peers in lheir social network are interacting. People oflen ieel enw, Ioneliness and

generally worse about themselves after perusing thei. friend's party pictures, for
instance, and the latest research, published in the Journal of Adolescent Heallh,

suggests that teenagers are rnore likely lo engage in risky activities like smoking and

drinking if they see their friends doing it in photographs. That is not surprising, given

the ubiquily ol social media iniuences in our lives.

Adapted from http/healthland.time.com/2013/09/06/why-selfies-matter/
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IISWENIIE 5IEP5
1. Read the questlon, underllne the keywords and figure out the questlon type
2. Find the relevant answefs, clues, of context, underline them and number them

3. Answer the question in the most read the question once more and stfuctufe an answef that

complies perfectly with the question requirement (Think AGS- Accurate, Complete and Specific)
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Here i5 a part ofa conversation betweeh tlvo friends, Kainiss and Peela, who have reed
ihe article-

(a)

QNS:

The selfie

badly on

today.

QT:

AN S:

()

(b)
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22.
QNS: Usinq vour own words as far as possible,

Use only information from paraqraphs to

QT:

ANS: One of the advantages of taking selfies is ...
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